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amazon com days and nights 9780947757199 alfred jarry - this book is a revelation from the inscrutable opening short
describing the construction of solomon s temple to the broken reverie sengle endures he is the main novel s protagonist
jarry never fails, ubu drama classics alfred jarry kenneth mcleish - alfred jarry is the grandfather of modern day
surrealism and the ubu trilogy is a great twisted work of genius it reads like shakespeare crossed with a slasher film, 10 of
the weirdest novels ever written owlcation - considered alfred jarry s masterpiece faustroll concerns the founder of
pataphysics which is the study of exceptions rather than laws of nature faustroll back on his rent flees paris in a sieve for a
boat with a talking baboon on navigation hopping from island to island faustroll teaches his non science and encounters
many bizarre people and surreal events, world of the league of extraordinary gentlemen wikipedia - the world of the
league of extraordinary gentleman is a fictional universe created by alan moore in the comic book series the league of
extraordinary gentlemen where all of the characters and events from literature and possibly the entirety of fiction coexist the
world the characters inhabit is one more technologically advanced than our own but also home to the strange and
supernatural
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